Looking Ahead to the 2021 Electric Utility Fleet Managers Conference
Registration details for the virtual EUFMC will be available in February
Buy One, Get Two fleet registrations and discounted rates will be offered
Planning is underway for educational sessions, fleet roundtables and virtual exhibits

The 2021 Electric Utility Fleet Managers Conference will be held as a virtual event on
June 8-9 and 15-16 of this year. Fleets can expect registration information by email in
February, including details on two for one and discounted attendance fees.
Plans for EUFMC in 2021 as a virtual conference include:
•
•
•
•
•

Educational sessions with industry experts speaking about the subjects that
matter most to your operation
Opportunities to interact with your most important suppliers to get information on
their latest technologies and your questions answered
Interactive roundtable sessions with other fleets and suppliers to share
challenges, solutions and best practices
Innovative virtual networking opportunities with other fleets and suppliers
Virtual exhibits featuring the latest equipment, tools and services from the
industry’s leading manufacturers and providers

Educational sessions being planned for the 2021 EUFMC will cover topics such as
Autonomous Vehicles and Equipment, Vehicle Safety Technology, Telematics, Tire
Failure Analysis and Retread Management, Efficiently Managing Rental Equipment,
Data Science - Using Data to Improve Your Fleet, Recruiting and Training Technical
Employees, and Regulatory and Legal Updates.
“For EUFMC 2021 we’re investing in a virtual experience unlike any other you’ve
experienced over the past year,” said Jeffrey Schneider, EUFMC President and
Manager Transportation at Louisville Gas & Electric-KU. “While gathering in person this
year is unfortunately not possible, we believe that this virtual event will allow the
valuable educational and informational content of EUFMC to reach more of your fleet
management team at a lower cost of attendance. Through this medium we will bring to
everyone who attends the same high quality and value that has always been a hallmark
of EUFMC.”

SAVE THE DATES
Electric Utility Fleet Managers Conference: June 8-9 and 15-16, 2021
FOR MORE INFORMATION, visit www.eufmc.com
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